
Rank Strand
LP Series &
Lightset

Rank Strand make a series of controls using internally illuminated
levers. These provide separate grouping facilities to each of the three
presets. This grouping is carried out, and also displayed, within the
dimmer lever without the need for any auxiliary switches. This
makes for great compactness. Selection to the White or Red master
faders, or to both of them simultaneously, or off, is by pressing the
appropriate master push together with the quadrant scale moulding
of the dimmer lever; the scale is then internally illuminated white or
red or red and white. Special Auto matching facilities are provided
as two variants: system LP and system Lightset. System LP allows
the grouping of any preset to be instantly copied on to any other
preset. System Lightset on the other hand transfers the grouping
from the white to the red master fader within each preset. In both
variants the six master faders can be grouped in turn to either of two
grand master faders, or independent of them. Inhibitor master fader
for a permanent group, such as Front of House circuits, is provided.

racks.
Type LP 100 or 120 and Lightset 100 and 120
Consist of a master desk and an ergonomically shaped wing
which houses the luminous dimmer levers for the three presets.

Rank Strand
Memory Control
Systems
Rank Strand Electric were the first to use automatic
memory equipment to help one man to control a
large lighting installation. In 1940 and in 1949 con
sole controls were based on such devices which
became standard for all Strand Electric large installa
tions. From 1956 some three hundred theatres and
television studios were equipped with systems C
and CD as they were called. The earlier installations
were of servo-operated electro-mechanical dimmer
banks with resistance and transformer dimmers. The
memory action was by crossbar relay specially
developed for this purpose. When the all-electric
solid state Thyristor dimmers replaced servo dimmers
the memory system was adapted as system C/AE
for, among several others, the 240-channel Thyristor
installations at the Royal Opera House Covent
Garden in 1964 and the London Palladium (above)

in 1966. An advanced development—system MGP—
is still available for use where appropriate.
These systems are now known as Group Memory to
differentiate them from Dimmer Memory controls in
which the full positional information of all the dimmer
levels that go to make up each stage lighting picture
is recorded. The most obvious method of recording
is that first used by Rank Strand Electric in 1 959
(System KTV), namely, punched card. This in a

Type LP 40 or Lightset 40, 40-channel, 3-preset each
2-group
Size: 43+ in. (1105mm) x 26+ in. (670 mm) deep x 36+ in.
(920 mm) high, uses three type JTM or PTM 20-channel
racks.
Type LP 60 or Ughtset 60, 60-channel, 3-preset each
2-group
Size as above, uses two type JTM or PTM 20-channel racks.

Type LP 80 or L,ghtset 80, 80-channel, 3-preset each
2-group
Size: 57 in. (1450 mm) x 26+ in. (670 mm) deep x 36+ in.
(920 mm) high. Uses four type JTM or PTM 20-channel
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